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Meet Jane And Bobby A Story About Foster Children
Dot is a stubborn, independent pup who can't stop daydreaming about the place where
he was born: a farm with a red barn. One day, he is adopted from the animal shelter by
a little girl named Poppy Jane Megumi Dawson, but his wonderful new home does not
stop Dot from trying to escape back to his farm! Will Dot find his way home to where he
truly belongs?"My Life with Poppy Jane" Series: In this new series, you'll meet two very
special characters: Dot and Poppy Jane. Dot is a different kind of dog. One of his ears
stands straight up and his other ear folds over, and his tail looks more like a mouse tail
than a dog tail! Poppy Jane is different, too. Her hair is curly in some parts and straight
in other parts, and she loves to eat strange foods like rice balls wrapped in seaweed.
Dot and Poppy Jane have many friends. You'll meet Poppy Jane's grandparents, their
dog, Bobby, and their cat, Momo, as well as Dusty, Robby, Ivan, and Pochi. Come
along with Dot and Poppy Jane as they grow up together and learn what it means to be
different and to belong.
Aunt Jane's Nieces Series is a collection of ten novels designed for young adolescent
girls written under the pseudonym Edith Van Dyne. Jane Merrick is a wealthy, elderly,
difficult invalid woman who is preparing for her approaching death. In her youth, she
inherited her money and estate from her fiancé, Thomas Bradley, who died before their
wedding took place. With no children of her own, she calls for her three teenaged
nieces to visit her, so she can decide who will inherit her estate. They are Louise
Merrick, Elizabeth De Graf, and Patsy Doyle, children of Jane's younger brother and
sisters. Each of the three cousins is a different type. It was the author's second greatest
series, but towards the end of Baum's life they outsold the Oz books. L. Frank Baum
(1856-1919) was an American author chiefly known for his children's books. Table of
Contents: Aunt Jane's Nieces Aunt Jane's Nieces Abroad Aunt Jane's Nieces at Millville
Aunt Jane's Nieces at Work Aunt Jane's Nieces in Society Aunt Jane's Nieces and
Uncle John Aunt Jane's Nieces on Vacation Aunt Jane's Nieces on the Ranch Aunt
Jane's Nieces Out West Aunt Jane's Nieces in the Red Cross
Aunt Jane's nieces make their debuts in New York's Fashionable Society and solve a
mystery.
Winner of the Romantic Times Award for Best Harlequin Superromance! What happens
when G.I. Joe meets Jane of the Jungle? After Bobby Luchetti, a U.S. Special Forces
officer, discovers the woman he loves has married his brother he accepts the next
mission he's offered--a solo assignment deep into the heart of Mexico to rescue a
kidnapped doctor. Dr. Jane Harker practices medicine in places no one else will go.
When the super soldier shows up to rescue her, she points out that she doesn't need
rescuing. She hasn't been kidnapped. Then, someone tries to kill her. Circumstances
send the two on the run through the Mexican jungle, to Washington D.C. and finally to
Bobby's home on a farm in Illinois, dragging along Lucky, Jane's one-eyed rescue mutt.
As they try to stay one step ahead of whoever has it in for Jane, they move from lust to
friendship to love. But does this relationship stand a chance? Because getting through
this alive is only the beginning . . . A Soldier's Quest is the fifth book in the awardwinning Luchettis Series written by New York Times Bestselling Author Lori Handeland.
If you adore the Blue Heron Series by Kristan Higgins or the Virgin River Series by
Robyn Carr, try The Luchettis today! men women relationship humor, family life fiction,
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small town rural fiction, siblings fiction, funny contemporary romance, military hero
romance, adventure suspense romance
Beverley Hansford delivers his third romantic novel, shot through with suspense and
intrigue. The Golden Anklet is full of dark secrets and suspense that will keep readers
enthralled until the last page. Orphan Jane Carroll has always wanted to know more
about her parents and who they were, but when she starts to look deeper into her
family background, she receives a disturbing revelation. Things are not quite as she
had always believed them to be... Desperate to find out the truth about her past, she
sets out to delve deeper into the mystery, but as the answers to her questions begin to
emerge, she discovers that she has become innocently embroiled in a web of mystery
and intrigue. When she eventually discovers who she really is, she finds herself in a
situation which is completely unfamiliar. Her new identity places her very existence
under threat and it seems as if only a miracle can save her from an unknown fate... The
Golden Anklet will keep readers guessing until the very end.
Meet Jane and Bobby is a book written by teenage former foster children and their
adopted siblings. They want young foster children to know that being a foster child does
not define them and they are not alone. They hope that, through this simple book,
young children will understand more about some of the challenges foster children face
and will be more likely to reach out and welcome them into their home and their
neighborhoods.
Winner of the Romantic Times Award for Best Harlequin Superromance! What happens
when G.I. Joe meets Jane of the Jungle? After Bobby Luchetti, a U.S. Special Forces
officer, discovers the woman he loves has married his brother he accepts the next
mission he's offered--a solo assignment deep into the heart of Mexico to rescue a
kidnapped doctor. Dr. Jane Harker practices medicine in places no one else will go.
When the super soldier shows up to rescue her, she points out that she doesn't need
rescuing. She hasn't been kidnapped. Then, someone tries to kill her. Circumstances
send the two on the run through the Mexican jungle, to Washington D.C. and finally to
Bobby's home on a farm in Illinois, dragging along Lucky, Jane's one-eyed rescue mutt.
As they try to stay one step ahead of whoever has it in for Jane, they move from lust to
friendship to love. But does this relationship stand a chance? Because getting through
this alive is only the beginning . . . A Soldier's Quest is the fifth book in the awardwinning Luchettis Series written by New York Times Bestselling Author Lori Handeland.
If you adore the Blue Heron Series by Kristan Higgins or the Virgin River Series by
Robyn Carr, try The Luchettis today!

Software Engineering: The Current Practice teaches students basic software
engineering skills and helps practitioners refresh their knowledge and explore
recent developments in the field, including software changes and iterative
processes of software development. After a historical overview and an
introduction to software technology and models, the book discusses the software
change and its phases, including concept location, impact analysis, refactoring,
actualization, and verification. It then covers the most common iterative
processes: agile, directed, and centralized processes. The text also journeys
through the software life span from the initial development of software from
scratch to the final stages that lead toward software closedown. For
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Professionals The book gives programmers and software managers a unified
view of the contemporary practice of software engineering. It shows how various
developments fit together and fit into the contemporary software engineering
mosaic. The knowledge gained from the book allows practitioners to evaluate
and improve the software engineering processes in their projects. For Instructors
Instructors have several options for using this classroom-tested material.
Designed to be run in conjunction with the lectures, ideas for student projects
include open source programs that use Java or C++ and range in size from 50 to
500 thousand lines of code. These projects emphasize the role of developers in a
classroom-tailored version of the directed iterative process (DIP). For Students
Students gain a real understanding of software engineering processes through
the lectures and projects. They acquire hands-on experience with software of the
size and quality comparable to that of industrial software. As is the case in the
industry, students work in teams but have individual assignments and
accountability.
A love story that happened at first glance with a whirlwind of events about to
change both their lives. When songwriter Rebecca Evans moves to Tennessee to
pursue her career in writing music for a country singer, she meets cowboy
football player, Bobby-James, who becomes an angel in her life. But she's
worried she must leave her world behind. Her grandma would never understand.
Will Rebecca take a chance on a new life with the man she loves? Will it be the
right choice?
It has been four years since Bob Moore died in a tragic car accident on a foggy
California road. His best friend, Rick, who regularly drives by the accident scene,
cannot help but stare at the makeshift memorial that was erected on the side of
the road. He desperately misses Bob and wishes for just one more conversation
with his funny, humble, and loyal buddy. While driving by the site one day, Rick is
overcome with an uncontrollable urge to stop. After he gets out of his truck, Rick
receives the surprise of his life when Bob appears before him. Shocked that he is
talking to a spirit, Rick can hardly contain his excitement as he invites Bob in his
pickup and heads back to one of their favorite haunts to catch up. After the two
pair up, Rick, who is a newly licensed private investigator, begins to rely on Bob
for insight. Soon, Bob is helping Rick solve cases. But the tables turn when Bob
allows Rick to see other spirits, instigating a journey into the past where Rick
connects with his memories and faces his own mortality. Bobby’s Song is the
poignant tale of two friends determined to not let death separate them as they
slowly learn that true friendship has the power to cross every dimension.
Jane Sebastian is perfectly satisfied living on Green Bay as a reclusive writer,
managing her best friend's writing career, until one retired Packer invades her
sanctuary and shows her how full life can be. She's finally found the hero of her
dreams, with one small complication, he's engaged to her best friend. Tight end
Bobby Goodison is in love with a wonderful woman. She makes him feel ten feet
tall, and she deflates him when he gets too full of himself. She's feisty and funny Page 3/10
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but not the woman who wears his ring. All bestselling author FantaCee wants is
the homage she deserves after slaving for years to gain recognition. And
attention she gets on her thirty day book tour - an unlimited supply of men,
booze, and drugs. Fanny doesn't mean to hurt anyone, especially her best friend
or her handsome fiance, but she'll do anything, including breaking the law, to
ensure her spot on the bestseller list. Amid the maze of secrets and betrayals,
can any of the three find lasting love?"
THE STORIES: THE OBSERVATORY. Running into an old, attractive paramour
can cause mixed feelings when you find out she's the one who told your wife
about the affair, causing your divorce. (1 man, 1 woman.) DEARBORN
HEIGHTS. In a home-style diner, in
Bobby Parsons is a typical boy growing up in London in the 1950's. His life
changes when his father is imprisoned for fraud and Bobby and his mother and
sister have to move home and school. The family become involved with a shady
character on the fringe of the criminal world who offer Bobby the opportunity of
getting even for his fathers plight. This takes Bobby into the London underworld
where he becomes known as The Persuader.
Dave Reed works the midnight shift in the Message Watch Office at CIA
Headquarters in Langley, Virginia. On a lark, he and a coworker drive to Paw
Paw, West Virginia, to investigate claims of strange, glowing objects in the sky.
Reed and his coworker aren't the only ones interested in what's going on in Paw
Paw. Lester Stone, a senior operations officer for a nameless, ultra-secret
government project will be in Paw Paw on official project business-to do whatever
it takes to diffuse the situation, and to make it look as if nothing out of the
ordinary is happening in that little town. When Dave returns home from Paw Paw,
he discovers that the FBI is waiting to interrogate him. Falsely accused of
espionage and with no clue about the whereabouts of his coworker, Dave
submits to a lie detector test and "polygraphic hypnosis." His story is practically
impossible for his interrogators to believe, but the sensors attached to Dave's
head and torso indicate that he has to be telling the truth.
A contemporary romance from the bestselling author of WHISPERED HEAT and SOMETHING
WILD. “Move over Remington Steele, Anna Eberhardt’s SWEET AMY JANE has arrived. Kick
off your shoes, curl up with this light-hearted caper, and enjoy!” —#1 NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Debbie Macomber Amy Jane Chadwick should have heeded the warning in
her horoscope that told her she'd want the man she shouldn't have. But running a P.I. business
out of her sister's bed and breakfast would tell anyone that she doesn't do the expected all that
well. Called Sweet Amy Jane because she isn't, she can handle anyone. Or so she thinks. Max
Armstrong is attractive as sin. An ex-pro athlete, he now serves as the sports announcer for a
hot sports franchise and has picked up a dangerous stalker. He has tried to ignore it, but things
are getting dicey and he could use some help. Sweet Amy Jane wasn't exactly what he had in
mind, but try telling the stubborn, smart-mouthed beauty no. Apparently no one has ever done
that. At least not successfully. Together Max Armstrong and Sweet Amy Jane must keep Max
alive while trying not to kill each other. "Sensual..sexy...a treat to read." —#1 NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author Sandra Brown
In 1938, after an unhappy childhood, Paul’s son Bobby Harris runs away to London. In Soho
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he’s picked up by Jason Hargreaves, a society photographer, and becomes his model. In
Jason's studio Bobby meets Nina Tate. Bobby and Nina pose for erotic photographs and soon
become lovers. Jason pays for Bobby to learn to fly and at the outbreak of the Second World
War, he joins the RAF and becomes a fighter pilot. Nina marries a Canadian pilot who is killed
in 1940, just before the birth of their child, Joan. Bobby steps in to take care of Nina and Joan
but in 1944 Joan dies and Bobby is shot down, suffering terrible burns to his hands and face.
No longer the beautiful young man of Jason’s photographs, in 1946 Bobby returns to hide
himself away in the house he’s inherited from his grandfather in Thorp, his relationship with
Nina destroyed by grief and Nina’s reactions to his disfigurement. In Thorp, Bobby meets
Jane, an unhappily married schoolteacher. Trying to get over Nina, slowly, Bobby falls in love
with this gentle, older woman, believing that she is the only person who sees beyond his
injuries. In London, Nina meets Mick Morgan, now a very famous poet and playwright. She
also meets Hugh, Mick’s son, and Nina and Hugh begin a passionate love affair. However,
Hugh and Bobby were childhood friends whose friendship ended bitterly. Through Nina, Hugh
and Bobby become rivals, a rivalry that is complicated by Mick and the mysterious figure that
returns to England from Morocco to confront Bobby with the truth about his past. Paper Moon
is a passionate love story that also explores how the sins of the fathers can have far-reaching
effects on the sons.
The Castle mentioned in the novel's title is Dublin Castle, which was the central control
headquarters for the English authorities in Ireland. Also, the title itself is taken from a statement
by Michael Collins to Arthur Griffith, in the Castle grounds, during the ceremony when the
British relinquished their control to the Irish. The novel, however, follows the adventures of a
very young Irishman, Patrick Kyle, who, at the turn of the 20th century, enlists in the British
army, serves through the Boer war, returns home, studies law, and briefly gets caught up in a
political incident in Ireland. Later on he again joins the British army, (assuming that Ireland
would get its independence if the Irish fought for England) and survives the horrors of World
War One. When he returns to Ireland, he becomes inadvertently embroiled in the fight for
Ireland's freedom, and is finally accused of treason during the civil war there. He is so
disappointed, and disillusioned with the outcome of these events, that he leaves his homeland,
and sets sail on a ship bound for America, taking along his beautiful wife, Hannah, and his two
children. On the voyage he has, what can only described as, a spiritual experience that
convinces him that, in America, he will find a life of peace with his wife and family, that had so
eluded him in the past. The story also deals with his love-life, and tells how he had fallen
hopelessly in love with Hannah Smyth, a beautiful young lady, whose family were ardent
members of The Loyal Orange Order. This Orange Order is a group that had been implanted in
Northern Ireland in the 17th century for the purpose of creating and maintaining a Protestant
ascendancy there, and was given total political control in that area. This implantation created
animosity between the Protestant landowner and the Catholic dispossessed. Consequently,
the Orange Order's whole history has been influenced by the idea that Catholics were their
mortal enemies, and had to be eliminated, or at least be totally suppressed. As it happened,
our hero, Patrick Kyle, was a member of the Catholic Church, and this made for a very
turbulent courtship between him and his future wife The novel describes, in sufficient detail,
how people thought during the early part of the Twentieth Century, what they're values were,
and the politics of that era. The story illustrates how those events of so long ago have grossly
influenced current Irish politics, and were basically the root cause of the recent violence in
Northern Ireland. This connection is briefly described in the Epilogue. It also dispels many
myths and lies put out by the British regarding Ireland's involvement in WW1, and
consequently it becomes somewhat controversial in its scope. There is action of some sort on
every page, and it never lets up. It could be described as an anti- war book and, with some
vivid descriptions of W.W.I battles, an illustration of man's inhumanity to his fellow man. It
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reflects the confusion of a man whose close friends, that he had fought beside a few months
previously, were now his worse enemies, and whose loyalties were so confused by these
circumstances that he could no longer discern the difference between right and wrong. There
are many stories within this book, all dealing with various periods of this man's life through a
very turbulent and violent era. The debacle and insanity of Anglo- Irish politics is simply
described, and the reasons for the hero's decisions is explained and justified on his terms.
However, in spite of a series of violent and disappointing events, the story's ending has a
pleasant and upbeat tone.
For the students of Colerain High School and their friends, life in Cincinnati in the 1950s was
an adventure. Now, one of their own shares a look into their lives. This is a story exposing the
life of your grandparents. Yes, the lives of your grandmother, the silver-haired beauty that
bakes your favorite cakes and cookies, who can soothe any hurt, and who allows you to do
anything you wish, and your grandfather, the gentleman, of seemingly never-ending wisdom,
experience, and knowledge, who can guide you to the correct decision, and will never say no.
In a time long ago, the genteel women and the kindly men of today led a completely different,
seemingly out-ofcharacter life. This is a chronicle of their escapades. So you wanted to know
just how your grandparents lived their lives during the indestructible, wonderful, fantastic, and
unmindful time of their teenage life, then this is the story for you, a real story, a story your
grandparents will never tell, yet a story they will never forget.
Meet 20-something “professional background actress” Graciella Corsini as she orbits on the
fringe of the entertainment industry in the most exciting city in the world, New York City. When
cast on the hottest daytime drama on television, Gracie fights the temptation of her off-limits
but otherwise perfect romantic match – the show’s star, Julian. Already dodging the nefarious
actions of Alicia, an ex-lover’s wife, the stakes skyrocket when Gracie tangles with mobster
Tommy after witnessing illegal activity. Will Alicia succeed in spoiling Gracie's newfound
happiness? Is Gracie bound to end up sleeping with the fishes, courtesy of Tommy? Can
Gracie and Julian find their way to true love?
The famous creator of Winnie-the-Pooh was a gifted author, who contributed major works to
almost every form of literary genre. From beloved children’s classics to murder mysteries;
from theatrical masterpieces to satirical essays; from emotive war poetry to learned critical
analysis and philosophical debate — A. A. Milne produced an extraordinary body of works,
leaving no doubt as to the impressive scope of his literary achievements. This comprehensive
eBook presents Milne’s collected works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts, informative
introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * The most complete edition
possible in the US * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Milne’s life and works *
Concise introductions to the major texts * 3 novels, with individual contents tables * The rare
children’s book ‘A Gallery of Children’, fully illustrated * Features the short story collection
‘The Secret and Other Stories’, appearing for the first time in digital publishing * Images of
how the books were first published, giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent
formatting of the texts * Rare poetry available in no other collection * A wide selection of nonfiction * 20 plays, including ‘Toad of Toad Hall’, Milne’s adaptation of ‘The Wind in the
Willows’ * Ordering of texts into chronological order and genres Please note: due to US
copyright restrictions, post-1925 works cannot appear in this edition. When new texts become
available, they will be added to the eBook as a free update. CONTENTS: The Novels Once on
a Time (1917) Mr. Pim (1921) The Red House Mystery (1922) The Children’s Books When
We Were Very Young (1924) A Gallery of Children (1925) The Short Story Collections Lovers
in London (1905) The Secret and Other Stories (1929) The Plays Wurzel-Flummery (1917)
Belinda (1918) The Boy Comes Home (1918) Make-Believe (1918) The Camberley Triangle
(1919) Mr. Pim Passes By (1919) The Red Feathers (1920) The Romantic Age (1920) The
Stepmother (1920) The Truth about Blayds (1920) The Great Broxopp (1921) The Dover Road
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(1921) The Lucky One (1922) Success (1923) Ariadne (1924) The Man in the Bowler Hat
(1924) To Have the Honour (1924) The Ivory Door (1929) Toad of Toad Hall (1929) The Ugly
Duckling (1941) The Poetry Collections For the Luncheon Interval (1925) The Norman Church
(1948) The Non-Fiction The Day’s Play (1910) Introduction to ‘The Chronicles of Clovis’ by
Saki (1911) The Holiday Round (1912) Once a Week (1914) Not That It Matters (1919) If I May
(1920) The Sunny Side (1921) Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our
range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of individual eBooks
Take a journey back in time as we recount the history of Huntington County, Indiana from 1834
- 1993. This comprehensive history makes the past come alive with hundreds of never before
published photographs and nearly 1,000 family biographies. This will be a treasured volume for
anyone with a link to this county.
Environmental Justice in Contemporary US Narratives examines post-1929 US artistic
interrogations of environmental disruption. Tracing themes of pollution, marine life, and
agricultural production in the work of a number of historically significant writers including John
Steinbeck, Ruth Ozeki, and Cherríe Moraga, this book outlines a series of incisive dialogues on
transnational flows of capital and environmental justice. Texts ranging from The Grapes of
Wrath (1939) to Body Toxic (2001) represent the body as vulnerable to a host of environmental
risks. They identify "natural disasters" not just as environmental hazards and catastrophes, but
also as events intertwined with socioeconomic issues. With careful textual analysis,
Athanassakis shows how twentieth- and twenty-first-century US writers have sought to rethink
traditional understandings of how the human being relates to ecological phenomena. Their
work, and this study, offer new modes of creative engagement with environmental degradation
– engagement that is proactive, ambivalent, and even playful. This book contributes to vital
discussions about the importance of literature for social justice movements, food studies,
ecocriticism, and the environmental humanities. The core argument of the book is that
artistically imaginative narratives of environmental disturbance can help humans contend with
ostensibly uncontrollable, drastic planetary changes.
Meet Jane and BobbyA Story about Foster ChildrenCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
A romantic comedy series about five brothers and one sister, born on an Illinois dairy farm.
Come along on the journey as each of them finds love. The Husband Quest-Book 4 When
handyman Evan Luchetti and serial bride Jilly Hart meet, sparks fly. But Evan wants forever
and Jilly has three rules she lives by: Never, ever marry for love. Poor men are for play; rich
men are for keeps. Old men are like fine wine. Once tasted, they don't last very long. The two
strike a partnership to restore a 19th century Arkansas inn and sell it so that Evan can be paid
the money he's owed and Jilly can move forward with her husband quest. But the more time
they spend together, the more things change. Can Evan convince Jilly that love is magic and
will make her so much richer than any life money can buy? A Soldier's Quest-Book 5 U.S.
Special Forces officer Bobby Luchetti's next mission sends him deep into the heart of Mexico
to rescue a kidnapped doctor. When the super soldier shows up to rescue Dr. Jane Harker,
she points out that she doesn't need rescuing. She hasn't been kidnapped. Then, someone
tries to kill her. As the two try to stay one step ahead of whoever has it in for Jane, they move
from lust to friendship to love. But does this relationship stand a chance? Because getting
through this alive is only the beginning . . . The Mommy Quest-Book 6 Once upon a time, Tim
Luchetti went searching for a daddy and found one in Dean Luchetti. Now it's time for a
Mommy Quest and Tim has the perfect woman picked out: his principal, Stella O'Connell.
Unfortunately, Dean and Stella have history . . . a lot of it. Can Dean and Stella overcome their
past and make a family together? Most importantly, can they keep from hurting Tim, who has
been hurt enough? The Luchettis is a six book series by New York Times Bestselling Author
Lori Handeland. If you loved the Blue Heron Series by Kristan Higgins, buy The Luchettis
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today! men women relationship humor, family life fiction, small town rural fiction, siblings
fiction, funny contemporary romance series anthology, romance collection and anthology,
romantic comedy
The famous creator of Winnie-the-Pooh was a gifted author, who contributed major works to
almost every form of literary genre. From beloved children’s classics to murder mysteries;
from theatrical masterpieces to satirical essays; from emotive war poetry to learned critical
analysis and philosophical debate — A. A. Milne produced an extraordinary body of works,
leaving no doubt as to the impressive scope of his literary achievements. For the first time in
publishing history, this eBook presents Milne’s complete fictional works, with numerous
illustrations, many rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material.
(Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Milne’s life and works * Concise
introductions to the novels and other texts * All the novels, with individual contents tables * The
complete Winnie-the-Pooh books * The rare children’s book ‘A Gallery of Children’, fully
illustrated * Features the short story collection ‘The Secret and Other Stories’, appearing for
the first time in digital publishing * Images of how the books were first published, giving your
eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare poetry collections
available in no other collection * Includes Milne’s complete non-fiction, including his seminal
works ‘Peace with Honour’ and ‘War with Honour’ — digitised here for the first time * 21
plays, including ‘Toad of Toad Hall’, Milne’s adaptation of ‘The Wind in the Willows’ *
Features Milne’s autobiography – discover his literary life * Ordering of texts into chronological
order and genres Please note: E. H. Shepard’s Winnie-the-Pooh illustrations remain in
copyright and so sadly cannot appear in the eBook (release date 2027). CONTENTS: The
Novels Once on a Time (1917) Mr. Pim (1921) The Red House Mystery (1922) Two People
(1931) Chloe Marr (1946) The Children’s Books When We Were Very Young (1924) A Gallery
of Children (1925) Winnie-the-Pooh (1926) Now We Are Six (1927) The House at Pooh Corner
(1928) The Short Story Collections Lovers in London (1905) The Secret and Other Stories
(1929) The Birthday Party (1948) A Table near the Band (1950) The Plays Wurzel-Flummery
(1917) Belinda (1918) The Boy Comes Home (1918) Make-Believe (1918) The Camberley
Triangle (1919) Mr. Pim Passes By (1919) The Red Feathers (1920) The Romantic Age (1920)
The Stepmother (1920) The Truth about Blayds (1920) The Great Broxopp (1921) The Dover
Road (1921) The Lucky One (1922) Success (1923) Ariadne (1924) The Man in the Bowler Hat
(1924) To Have the Honour (1924) Portrait of a Gentleman in Slippers (1926) The Ivory Door
(1929) Toad of Toad Hall (1929) The Ugly Duckling (1941) The Poetry Collections For the
Luncheon Interval (1925) Behind the Lines (1940) The Norman Church (1948) The Non-Fiction
The Day’s Play (1910) Introduction to ‘The Chronicles of Clovis’ by Saki (1911) The Holiday
Round (1912) Once a Week (1914) Not That It Matters (1919) If I May (1920) The Sunny Side
(1921) By Way of Introduction (1929) Peace with Honour (1934) War with Honour (1940) Year
In, Year Out (1952) The Autobiography It’s Too Late Now (1939) Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this
eBook as a Parts Edition of individual eBooks
Mary Jane Shady, now famous for her peanut butter commercials returns to Uncertain, Texas
for her twentieth high school reunion
Brilliantly evoking the changing attitudes of the time, The Love Child is a novel about love,
family, separation, despair, and hope, full of tenderness and deep feeling. A young mother’s
sacrifice. A child’s desperate search for the truth... London, 1917 When nineteen-year-old
Alice Copeman becomes pregnant, she is forced by her father and stepmother to give up the
baby. She simply cannot be allowed to bring shame upon her family. But all Alice can think
about is the small, kitten-like child she gave away, and she mourns the father, a young soldier,
so beloved, who will never have the chance to know his daughter. Edith and Philip Burns, a
childless couple, yearn for a child of their own. When they secretly adopt a baby girl, Irene,
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their life together must surely be complete. Irene grows up knowing that she is different from
other children, but no one will tell her the full truth. Putting hopes of marriage and children
behind her, Alice embarks upon a pioneering medical career, striving to make her way in a
male-dominated world. Meanwhile, Irene struggles to define her own life, eventually leaving
her Suffolk home to find work in London. As two extraordinary stories intertwine across two
decades, will secrets long-buried at last come to light?
Jane Williams was never a normal teenage girl. From the moment she was born she was given
this task. She had this mission and journey that she had to set out on from the moment she
came onto this earth. Though growing up in a foster home she didn't know much about
yourself. When Jane was left on the steps as a infant she believed that no one wanted her or
loved her. That there was nothing special about her. But all that changes as she grows up. And
the more she grows the more she see's. The more the nightmare's and dreams come to her at
night and show her the dangers she will come across. Not to mention the overwhelming
amount of responsibility that she will have to bare on shoulders. She never thought her
teenage life could become anymore troubling then it is now. But with one bad dream. You
would have never thought it would lead to so much questions and surprises. An Uncle that is
barely your uncle comes into your life. Sprouting out nonsense of destiny and a fight with
heaven and hell over her. And it was one thing to have men fight over her. But never once did
she think that two of the most powerful things in the world would be fighting to have her. But
either one can literally kill her. Not something that you wish to hear during your days as a
sixteen year old. And things only begin to grow from bad to worst for her. It seems to be one
gigantic roller coaster ride for her. And if you are willing to take that ride then you will see all
the rough turns it will take her.

Dot has settled in with Poppy Jane and her family. One Saturday morning, a
strange yet wonderful thing happens to Poppy Jane. Although they find this thing
to be quite wonderful, it also creates some problems. Dot and Poppy Jane decide
that it must be kept as a secret just between the two of them. Grandma Dorothy
is back from her trip and Poppy Jane's ballet classes resume. She learns from
her grandmother about her dad's dancing background. Can Poppy Jane talk Dad
into dancing again?Lucy takes ballet lessons with Poppy Jane. One day, Dot
follows her to the changing room. There he sees something that would break
Poppy Jane's heart. Can Dot come up with a plan to protect Poppy Jane?"My
Life with Poppy Jane" Series: The Dancing Trio is the second book of the series.
You will again meet two very special characters: Dot and Poppy Jane. Dot is a
different kind of dog. One of his ears stands straight up and his other ear folds
over, and his tail looks more like a mouse tail than a dog tail! Poppy Jane is
different, too. Her hair is curly in some parts and straight in other parts, and she
loves to eat strange foods like rice balls wrapped in seaweed and kale chips! Dot
and Poppy Jane have many friends. You'll meet Poppy Jane's grandparents,
their dog, Bobby, and their cat, Momo. You'll also get to know Grandma Dorothy
and her dog, Robby, as well as Poppy Jane's classmate, Lucy. Come along with
Dot and Poppy Jane as they grow up together and learn what it means to be
different and to belong.
Hannah Callender Sansom (1737–1801) witnessed the effects of the tumultuous
eighteenth century: political struggles, war and peace, and economic
development. She experienced the pull of traditional emphases on duty,
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subjection, and hierarchy and the emergence of radical new ideas promoting free
choice, liberty, and independence. Regarding these changes from her position as
a well-educated member of the colonial Quaker elite and as a resident of
Philadelphia, the principal city in North America, this assertive, outspoken woman
described her life and her society in a diary kept intermittently from the time she
was twenty-one years old in 1758 through the birth of her first grandchild in 1788.
As a young woman, she enjoyed sociable rounds of visits and conviviality. She
also had considerable freedom to travel and to develop her interests in the arts,
literature, and religion. In 1762, under pressure from her father, she married
fellow Quaker Samuel Sansom. While this arranged marriage made financial and
social sense, her father's plans failed to consider the emerging goals of
sensibility, including free choice and emotional fulfillment in marriage. Hannah
Callender Sansom's struggle to become reconciled to an unhappy marriage is
related in frank terms both through daily entries and in certain silences in the
record. Ultimately she did create a life of meaning centered on children, religion,
and domesticity. When her beloved daughter Sarah was of marriageable age,
Hannah Callender Sansom made certain that, despite risking her standing
among Quakers, Sarah was able to marry for love. Long held in private hands,
the complete text of Hannah Callender Sanson's extraordinary diary is published
here for the first time. In-depth interpretive essays, as well as explanatory
footnotes, provide context for students and other readers. The diary is one of the
earliest, fullest documents written by an American woman, and it provides fresh
insights into women's experience in early America, the urban milieu of the
emerging middle classes, and the culture that shaped both.
During the 1920s, sound revolutionized the motion picture industry and cinema
continued as one of the most significant and popular forms of mass
entertainment in the world. Film studios were transformed into major
corporations, hiring a host of craftsmen and technicians including
cinematographers, editors, screenwriters, and set designers. The birth of the star
system supported the meteoric rise and celebrity status of actors including
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Joan Crawford, Greta Garbo, and Rudolph
Valentino while black performers (relegated to "race films") appeared infrequently
in mainstream movies. The classic Hollywood film style was perfected and
significant film genres were established: the melodrama, western, historical epic,
and romantic comedy, along with slapstick, science fiction, and fantasy. In ten
original essays, American Cinema of the 1920s examines the film industry's
continued growth and prosperity while focusing on important themes of the era.
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